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Soft-x-ray spectra of highly charged Kr ions in an electron beam ion trap
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Systematic variation of the electron-beam energy in the EBIT-II electron beam ion trap has been employed
to produce soft-x-ray spectra (20–75 Å) of Kr with well-defined maximum charge states ranging from Cu- to
Al-like ions. Guided by large-scale relativistic atomic structure calculations, the strongest lines have been
identified withDn51 (n53 to n854) transitions from Ni- to P-like ions (Kr81-Kr211), as well as a number
of 3p-4d and 3d-5 f transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fusion plasmas regularly need to be of a low effect
nuclear chargeZ ~low impurity content in the hydrogen
working gas! in order to prevent radiative losses from th
central plasma. However, estimates show that the en
losses from neutral hydrogen are not enough to limit the h
load on the plasma-facing components~PFCs! in a fusion
reactor to technically acceptable levels@1#. Radiation in the
outermost region of the plasma from a mantle of delibera
introduced, high recycling rate impurities is seen as a p
sible mechanism for controlling the heat load deposited o
the PFCs of a fusion reactor@2–4#. Radiating-mantle experi
ments were started in the TEXTOR plasma with injections
neon@5,6#, whereas larger plasma machines~like JET, JT-60,
or ASDEX Upgrade!, with their higher plasma edge temper
tures, require a stronger radiator such as Ar or Fe@7,8#. Still
larger future machines~of the ITER class! may need an even
heavier impurity such as Kr@9#. Indeed, some of the radia
tive properties of krypton for use on ITER have already be
investigated on the TFTR tokamak@10,11#, where it was
found that most radiation is likely to come from the coo
edge region of the plasma. Recently, the radiative coo
coefficient for Kr in a magnetically confined fusion plasm
has been computed@12#; the highest cooling rate results from
the openM-shell Kr ions that we observe in the prese
work. TheseM-shell ions achieve their equilibria at temper
tures from 100 eV to a few hundred eV@12#; these are the
temperatures in the crucial outer region of the plasma fr
just inside the last closed magnetic flux surface out to
plasma’s edge. The present observations of the soft-x
spectra from nearly allM-shell Kr ions are crucial for under
standing the radiative pattern of candidate elements
radiative-mantle scenarios. Interest in extreme ultravio
~EUV! spectra of krypton also arises in the field of the int
action of high intensity laser pulses with atomic cluste
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@13#, where krypton and argon survey spectra were emplo
to optimize EUV/x-ray pulse generation.

In order to understand the behavior of injected gases
plasma and to interpret the measured data, one relies he
on modeling efforts that in turn require reliable atomic da
as input. If one searches the databases for spectroscopic
on the various Kr ions, however, one finds that the kno
edge is rather poor and incomplete. A recent survey st
that for the middle charge states of Kr, Kr101 to Kr161, no
wavelengths are listed at all@14,15#. For many of the adja-
cent charge states the knowledge is similarly incomple
Only some of the missing knowledge can be substituted
calculations, since for any detailed diagnostic work based
a comparison with the results of collisional-radiative mode
one realizes the need to also calibrate the latter by exp
mental data.

Designed as a spectroscopic source@16#, the electron
beam ion trap has been used extensively for x-ray spect
copy of highly charged ions@17–19#. Recently, the extreme
ultraviolet region was opened to high-resolution spectr
copy with the use of grating spectrometers@20#, allowing
measurements in the 20–200 Å wavelength band. In
source, the ions are practically at rest, and accurate w
length measurements are feasible without any Doppler sh
Also, as ionization and excitation proceed in a stepwise fa
ion, the electron beam energy determines the highest ch
state that can be produced. By adjusting that energy, spe
lines of ions of a single charge state can be added to a s
trum that has been recorded at lower energy. Hence sys
atic work becomes possible that identifies spectral lines
element and production threshold~the ionization potential of
the next lower ionization stage!. This process is demon
strated here with the soft-x-ray spectrum of Ni- to Al-lik
ions of Kr (Z536), following our earlier example of Au
(Z579) @21# and using the same moderate-resolution ap
ratus. We note that another electron beam ion trap has b
used by Kinket al. to study spectra of more highly charge
ions of krypton that appear at shorter wavelengths (5 –8
@22# than studied here. Those authors employed a microc
rimeter detector that would have yielded a resolving pow
of only about 50 in our region of interest whereas our sp
trometer reaches 500~see below!.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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Calculations in the present work include emission fro
then53 to n855 emission bands in highly charged Kr ion
these bands are non-negligible in their strength and in
weave themselves with the 3d-4 f bands in different Kr
charge states. They must be taken into account in any s
troscopic survey work, as well as in diagnostic applicatio
~because of incidental line blends involving lines from d
ferent charge state ions!.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was set up at the EBIT-II electron be
ion trap at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Kr a
oms were introduced continuously into the trap via a ble
valve. Typical injection reservoir pressures were in t
1028–1027 Torr range. However, the pressure inside EB
remains lower than 10210 Torr. The expanding gas clou
~still at ultrahigh vacuum! crosses the well-collimated an
magnetically compressed electron beam that is at the hea
EBIT. Once atoms have become ionized by collisions w
the electrons, they are confined axially by the drift tube vo
ages~a few hundred V! and radially by the combination o
an electron beam~space-charge compensation and attrac
potential! and 3 T magnetic field~greatly reducing any radia
diffusion!. Thus the ions are kept in the very volume that
pierced by the electron beam, and they can be ionized o
and over again, up to the first charge state that has an
ization energy that exceeds the electron-beam energy.
then defines the highest charge state that can appear i
spectra.

Electron beam energies from 300 eV to 5100 eV w
employed, which under steady-state conditions should
sufficient to produce maximum ion charge states up to
like Kr321. In the present study, however, the electron be
ion trap was operated in a cyclic mode with cycle tim
shorter than required to reach the highest charge state
stepwise ionization. Consequently, the highest charge s
identified in our spectra are not higher than Kr231. The elec-
tron beam currents varied from 5 mA at the low energies
90 mA at the highest ones. Across the electron beam,
electron energy distribution has a width of about 60 eV@18#.
The ions were kept inside the trap for about 0.2 s and t
the trap was purged. However, as the build-up phase is
cluded in the observation, the spectrum comprises not o
ions of the final charge state distribution~observed under
quasi-steady-state conditions for most of the cycle!, but also
lower charge state ions from the initial transient phase.

The light from the trapped ion cloud was observed by
flat-field spectrometer@23# equipped with a variable-line
spacing grating having a 2400l /mm central line density and
cryogenically cooled, thinned, back-illuminated charg
coupled device~CCD! multichannel detector. The detecto
has 102431024 pixels of 24mm pixel size. Along the spec
trum 950 channels were evaluated, while across the dis
sion direction the spectra—after filtering for cosmic r
events—were binned in a central strip least suffering fr
the slight line curvature inherent in the flat-field design a
then calibrated and analyzed. Specific background spe
were used to determine the background shape~which origi-
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nates from a combination of CCD, read-out noise, therm
noise, and a possible true background continuum! under the
data, and to subtract this background from the spectra. B
ground spectra were sampled both with the Kr injecti
switched off and with an inverted trap, that is, a trap w
inverted drift tube voltages so that ions would be driven o
of the trap volume@24#. Typical observation times were 2
min per exposure. This is a compromise of long expos
times wanted for a good signal-to-noise ratio on one ha
and the need to be able to recognize cosmic ray events
correct for them on the other; with too many such events
an exposure the filtering process may be less successful
peat exposures at various electron beam energies ascert
the general reproducibility of the spectral features and th
relative intensities. Four such exposures each were adde
the spectra shown in this work.

The spectra were recorded from about 20–75
in a single exposure. They were calibrated with t
well-known 1s-2p transitions in H-like ions and 1s2-
1s2p and 1s2-1s3p transitions in He-like ions of
C(33.736,40.268,34.973 Å), N(24.781,28.787,24.898
and O(18.969,21.602,18.627 Å)@25#. Each of these is
known to be better than 1 mÅ. These lines were produce
dedicated spectra~without Kr ion injection! at lower electron
energies. The C, N, and O lines also showed as backgro
in some of the Kr spectra. The dispersion was calcula
using a third-order polynomial fit to the calibration lines. Th
wavelength calibration is better than 0.05 Å in the wav
length interval 20–40 Å. Beyond 40 Å, the waveleng
scale to first order has to rely on an extrapolation and c
sequently is less precise~although the trend of the dispersio
is known from various other measurements!. Fortunately two
transitions of Kr are known that complement the above c
bration by providing internal reference data. These are
3d-4 f transitions of Ni-like Kr81 (75.445,76.296,76.789 Å
@26#! and K-like Kr171 (35.190,35.397 Å@25,27#!. The
former confirms our above calibration and extends it to
upper end of our observation range, while the latter regis
as a rather clean line in the middle of our spectra, and t
also in the range of the light-ion reference lines.

However, the long-wavelength end calibration point is n
without problems. There are three Kr81 lines near 75 Å that
represent 3d10-3d94 f J50 –J851 transitions@28#. Of these,
the strongest line, with the shortest wavelength, arises f
the decay of the1P1 level. The calculation~see below! pre-
dicts 3d10-3d95p J50 –J851 transitions with lines in abou
the same position, and with line intensities that are interm
diate to those of the 3d-4 f transitions. All this combined
prevents us from calling this line appearance a definite pr
of identity with the 3d10 1S0–3d94 f 1P1 transition. Simi-
larly, the purported 3d-4 f transitions in the K-like ion have
been identified with the above lines near 35 Å only in
earlier, printed edition of the Kelly tables@25# and are listed
in the Shirai tables@14,15#, but do not any longer appear i
the much later on-line version of the Kelly tables@29#. Our
new data corroborate the earlier assignment.

Unfortunately, our spectrometer cannot resolve the fi
structure of either line group, which limits the precision
the wavelength scale. Also, many of the strong lines in
1-2
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SOFT-X-RAY SPECTRA OF HIGHLY CHARGED Kr . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 056401
Kr spectra are blended with others, so that most of the in
vidual line positions cannot be determined with the sa
precision as possible for single lines. By virtue of the sp
trometer geometry, linewidths varied across the spec
range, but generally were about 0.08 to 0.06 Å~full width at
half maximum!, which is not much more than the interv
corresponding to the width of each CCD pixel. Examples
our spectra are shown in Fig. 1.

The reproducibility of the line positions from exposures
one electron-beam energy setting to the next was usu
better than 0.05 Å. In some series of spectra, line positi
differ by one such step~one pixel size!, which may relate to
thermal and/or vibrational instabilities of the spectrosco
setup and thermal gradients across the CCD chip. As
linewidth was rather close to a single pixel width, th
25 mm pixel size also posed a limit to spectral analysis.

III. CALCULATIONS

The calculations for Kr in the present work follow th
example of calculations for W and Au that have recen
been published elsewhere@21,30#, which use a Maxwellian
electron energy distribution to mimic the temperature in
plasma device. The present calculations corroborate
most lines in our spectral range from the charge state
interest~Ni- to Al-like ! appear in a systematic progression
lines from 76 Å~Ni-like, known as 3d-4 f lines! via 36 Å
~known 3d-4 f transitions in K-like Kr171) to about 33 Å
~Ar-like Kr181). In the same ions, 3d-4p lines are expected
at somewhat longer wavelengths and at lower intensities
to the lower statistical weights and the change of angu
momentum against the preferred direction of lowerl. Ions in
higher-charge states~without 3d electrons in the ground con

FIG. 1. Sample spectra of Kr in the wavelength ran
20– 75 Å. The spectra are displaced vertically by arbitrary offs
The electron beam energies are indicated. Labels indicate
highest-charge state component~by isoelectronic sequence! ex-
pected to be produced. In the lowest electron energy spectra, s
of the spectral features arise from charge states lower than Ni
Kr, for which no calculations are available presently.
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figurations! may be expected to show 3p-4d transitions in
the wavelength range below 34 Å. For example, the 3p-4d
lines in Kr181 are expected at 27.8 and 28.5 Å. Howev
there are also metastable levels with a 3p hole and a 3d
electron in these more highly charged ions, which give r
to notable 3d-4 f lines. Each Kr ion with 3d electrons in its
ground configuration has strong emission features fr
bands of 3d-5l , l 5 f ,p, transitions at larger transition en
ergies than for the corresponding 3d-4 f arrays. In the super-
position of emission from all the present Kr ions, the 3d-5l
transition arrays from lower-charge states interweave w
the 3d-4 f bands in more highly charged ions. At the low
electron beam energies, spectral features are present
have not been modeled here and that probably arise f
lower-charge state ions than Kr81.

Synthetic collisional-radiative spectra have been co
puted for Kr81 to Kr231. The atomic data used to simula
the spectra have been generated with theHULLAC suite of
codes@31–33#. Energy levels andE1, E2, M1, and M2
transition rates are computed with the fully relativistic pa
metric potential codeRELAC @32#. Cross sections for the elec
tron impact excitation of bound electrons are compu
semirelativistically in the distorted-wave approximatio
~DWA! @33#. The distorted-wave cross sections are integra
over a Maxwellian distribution of free electron energies
determine the final impact excitation rate coefficients. T
electron impact excitation rate coefficients and the radia
transition probabilities are then entered into the collision
radiative rate matrix. The relative populations for the lev
of each ion are found in steady state by solving the coup
set of rate equations:

nj H(
i , j

M

~Aji 1NeQji
d !1(

k. j

M

NeQjk
e J

5(
k. j

M

nk~Ak j1NeQk j
d !1(

i , j

M

niNeQi j
e , ~1!

wherenj is the relative population of levelj, Qji is the col-
lisional rate coefficient from levelj to level i for excitation
~e! or deexcitation (d), Aji is the radiative transition prob
ability from level j to level i, andM is the number of levels
used in the model for that ion. The results of these calcu
tions are summarized in Fig. 2.

All electric and magnetic dipole and quadrupole radiat
transitions (E1, M1, E2, andM2) as computed byRELAC

are taken into account. Due to computational difficulties,
3p-4d transition arrays have not been included in the C
V-, Ti-, and Sc-like models. This seemed justified, becaus
the spectra of Ni- to Mn-like ions as well as Ca-like ions, t
corresponding lines are seen to be negligible. The result
these calculations for the 3-4 and some 3-5 transitions
summarized in Fig. 2. For clarification of the interpretatio
we show the calculated spectrum of Ca-like Kr161 in Fig. 3.
In both Figs. 2 and 3, the calculated line emissivity for ea
transition has been convolved with a Gaussian profile
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100 mÅ full width at half maximum; at this resolution, in
dividual lines are blended into unresolved features for e
transition array.

The narrow strong line group in Fig. 3 below 30 Å
from the 3d-5 f transition array, and the next triangular spe
tral shape just above 30 Å is from the 3d-5p array. There is
a weak background under both the 3d-5 f and 3d-5p bands
that is composed of the 3p-4d transitions. The strong line
near 37 Å represent 3d-4 f , with very weak 3p-4s lines un-
derneath. The wider line group in the range 48–52 Å
mainly from 3d-4p transitions. In every case, there are m
tiple transition arrays for each class of transitions. For
ample, for the 3d-4p transitions, there is the dominan
3p63d2-3p63d4p array, and there are weaker satellite tra
sitions from the 3p53d3-3p53d24p array.

The synthetic spectrum of each ion was also computed
integrating the DWA collision cross sections, assuming
electron beam with a Gaussian energy distribution of m
energy equal to typical beam energies used in the experim
and with a full width at half maximum of 60 eV. The relativ
strengths of the emission features in each ion are found t
nearly the same in the two simulations. The predicted re

FIG. 2. Collisional-radiative synthetic spectra for Ni-like Kr81

to P-like Kr211. Not all spectra have been calculated with the sa
level of completeness. For example, the synthetic spectra for
like to Sc-like ions lack the~weak! 3p-4d transition array.

FIG. 3. Calculated spectrum of Ca-like Kr161 with identifica-
tions of the major features.
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tive intensities of each ion’s spectral features are used
making line identifications. Our model underlying th
collisional-radiative spectrum accounts for dipole-forbidd
radiative channels and collisional depopulation of long-liv
levels.~Collisional destruction of the ground and excited le
els in each ion through electron impact ionization has b
neglected in these models.! The present calculations aim a
providing a guideline to the identity and wavelengths of t
strongest~expected! lines of each ion and estimates of rel
tive intensities of neighboring lines.

IV. DATA AND DISCUSSION

The spectra~Fig. 1! have a few striking features that ca
be discussed before considering details. Towards short w
lengths, there is a rising background that remains after
subtraction of the CCD-intrinsic background, and which c
be established with spectra under inverted-trap condition
with the electron-beam off. The spectra also show a gap n
45 Å. It can be attributed to the efficiency curve@34,35# of
the diffraction grating and CCD camera, which shows
‘‘carbon gap,’’ as discussed below. This gap has been ta
into account in the line identifications.

Data were recorded at electron beam energy setting
300 eV~Fe-like!, 500 eV~Sc-like!, 700 eV~Ar-like!, 900 eV
~P-like!, 1000 eV~Si-like!, 1100 eV~Mg-like!, 1200 eV~Na-
like!, 1300 eV ~Ne-like!, 1600 eV ~Ne-like!, 3000 eV ~F-
like!, 3900 eV ~Be-like!, and 5100 eV~He-like! ~energies
without correction for the space charge; the highest expe
charge state, identified by the isoelectronic sequence
given in parentheses!. At the lowest electron beam energ
setting, spectral structures apparently from ions up to at le
Kr101 are present, which complies with expectation. At t
next electron energy, 200 eV higher, about four more cha
states are expected to contribute, and so on. Exceeding
production threshold of a given ion, however, does not im
that a spectral line from the newly reached charge state
pears brightly enough to be recognized. Optimum product
regularly happens at energies some 15–20 % above thr
old, and such electron energies are often above the pro
tion thresholds of one or more of the higher charge sta
This complicates the analysis because lines that bec
prominent with increasing electron beam energy do not n
essarily result from the highest charge state that may
reached ‘‘in principle,’’ but often refer to ions of one or mor
charge states down. Only lines from ions in charge states
require higher production energies can be positively
cluded, which is helpful. Then53 shell is exhausted abov
1.2 keV, so the highest electron beam energy spectra of
sample just proves that the lower-charge spectra persist
cause in each cycle the ions are produced afresh, sequen
from neutral gas.

The spectra show a progression of bandlike features, w
a few linelike features on top. The observations confirm
general pattern of the predicted spectra. Very few individ
features as narrow as individual lines would be expec
~and appear in the calibration spectra!. The calculations are
not able to predict the observed intensity pattern, beca
that is affected by the grating properties~see below!. Never-
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theless, it is straightforward to assign charge states of k
ton ions to the prominent line groups above 35 Å, and th
also point to 3d-4 f transitions as the major constituents
most of the features that are discernible in our spectra.

Most of the bands are close to positions predicted
3d-4 f transitions in K- to Ni-like ions. However, both
theory predicts and experiment observes a multitude of
ditional line clusters. The progression converges near 34
but at higher electron beam energies the line groups
3p-4d transitions in the Ar- to Al-like ions~which feature no
3d electrons in their ground configurations! are expected to
contribute to the spectrum and extend to about 22 Å. T
other lines are mostly parts of line clusters, with experim
showing envelopes that differ from the predictions, like
because of different line positions and spacings inside
clusters. Most of these lines are more densely packed
our spectrometer can resolve. For this reason we can
only few individual line wavelengths and mostly discu
partly resolved line groups.
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The individual wavelength predictions are good to abo
60.5Å, or about 1% of the transition energies. The calcu
tions systematically overestimate the transition energy. T
is to be expected, since according to the Ritz principle, a
imperfect wave function will result in a calculated level e
ergy that is above the true one, and the lowest levels
those that can be calculated best. A seeming exception f
the systematic shift of calculated results versus obser
wavelengths is the 3d-4 f transition in Kr81, the wavelength
prediction is on the long-wavelength side of the line positi
given in the literature@25,26,28,29#. However, there is a line
near 66.0 Å that would match—by the spacing from t
3d-4 f lines—the predicted wavelength of the 3d-5 f lines,
and thus it would corroborate the line identification. Wheth
this longer-wavelength prediction in the case of Kr81 is an
artifact of the calculation, indicates a misidentification of t
line given in the literature, or whether it reduces to a calib
tion problem at the border of the camera chip remains
open question right now.
gnificant
s not carry

tion
TABLE I. Lists of prominent lines and suggested identifications based on observed production thresholds and our calculations~see Figs.
1 and 2!. Many of the spectral features have been fitted with a higher wavelength precision than is reflected in the number of si
figures given in the table. However, because most of the spectral peaks suffer from spectral blends, the numerical precision doe
similarly accurate spectroscopic information. In order to preempt confusion, we elected to present rounded off wavelength data.

Wavelength Comment Kr spectrum Transition Wavelength Comment Kr spectrum Transi
observed (Å) observed~Å!

21.2 37.1 XVII 3d-4 f
21.8 37.5 XIV 3d-5f
22.6 39.6 XVI 3d-4f

22.743@27,37# XXVI 3p-4d '40.7 XIII 3d-5f
23.3 '42.0 Expected XV 3d-4f
23.8 '44.3 XII 3d-5f
24.1 45.2 45.5 XIII@37# XIV 3d-4f
24.6 45.7
25.0 XXII 3p-4d 46.2
25.4 XXII 3p-4d 46.7
25.7 47.2
26.0 XIX 3d-5 f 48.2

XXI 3p-4d 48.8 XIII 3d-4f
26.4 XXII 3p-4d 49.5 49.5XII @37# XIII 3d-4f
27.1 XVIII 3d-5 f 50.4 XI 3d-5f
27.5 XX 3p-4d 51.6
27.9 XIX 3p-4d '52.0 XI 3d-5f
28.5 XXII 3d-4 f 52.9
28.9 XVII 3d-5 f 54.1 53.5XI @37# XII 3d-4f
29.3 XVII 3d-5 f 57.1
29.8 XXI 3d-4 f 57.6 X 3d-5f
30.6 XX 3p-4d 58.6
31.2 XVI 3d-5 f 60.0 XI 3d-4f
31.7 61.4
32.5 XX 3d-4 f 61.9
33.4 XIX 3d-4 f 64.0
33.9 XV 3d-5 f 66.1 IX 3d-5f
35.3 35.190@14# XVIII 3d-4 f 66.9 X 3d-4f

35.397@14# XVIII 3d-4 f 67.1 X 3d-4f
'35.6 Expected XVIII 3d-4 f 75.455@14# IX 3d-4f
1-5
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For the other 3d–4f transitions, the difference of predicte
and observed wavelengths is almost constant, from 0.5
for Kr91 to about 0.7 Å for Kr151,161. A peculiarity is ap-
parent for the same transition array in the Ti-like Kr141 ion,
as no prominent line feature shows in our spectra at or n
its predicted wavelength of 42 Å. The explanation is su
gested by the overall shape of our Kr spectra, displayin
sawtooth shape with a minimum near 40–42 Å and a ma
mum near 45 to 50 Å. This is caused by the carbonK ab-
sorption edge, that is, absorption by a carbon or carbohyd
layer contaminating the surface of the diffraction grati
and/or the cryocooled face of the CCD detector chip. T
carbonK absorption edge can be seen permanently in
sponse measurements of one of our spectrometers at the
vanced Light Source@34,35#. Such absorption by a carbo
layer on the camera chip has also been found elsewhere@36#.
This absorption feature in the efficiency curve can also
plain the relatively weak appearance of the 3d–4f transitions
in the Sc-like ion Kr151 near 39.6 Å~and the almost missing
3d-5 f array from the Cr-like ion in between!.

On the other hand, there are also prominent spectral
tures that are not predicted by our calculations. For exam
near 52.9 Å, a fairly bright line appears in the spectru
recorded at an electron beam energy of 500 eV and per
much more weakly in the spectra recorded at higher elec
energies. This line is clearly not identical with the 3d-5f tran-
sitions in Fe-like Kr101 that appear at slightly shorter wave
lengths. In the same spectrum, lines show at 39.6 Å~much
more strongly than the aforementioned 3d-4 f transition in
Kr151 as apparent at higher electron energies, and close
but resolved from, one of our calibration lines in carbon! and
at 31.7 Å.

We find sufficient regularities in our spectra to sugg
identifications for 3d-4 f line groups ranging from KrIX to
Kr XXI , for 3d-5 f line groups from KrIX to Kr XVIII , and for
3p-4d line groups in the spectra KrXIX to Kr XXII . The 3-4
transition arrays in Si-like KrXXIII and Al-like KrXXIV were
also calculated and indicate prominent lines near 24
28 Å for the former and near 23 and 27 Å for the latter. W
have seen a number of lines in these ranges that would b
reasonable agreement with the calculated wavelengths. H
ever, a more detailed study would be required to ascer
any such identifications near the end of the charge state
tribution reached in this experiment, preferably as part of
isoelectronic study to be done with an instrument that p
mits a higher spectral resolution. The wavelength coin
dence of one of our short-wavelength lines with the strong
component of the 3p-4d multiplet in KrXXVI ~Na-like ion!
may be fortuitous, and cannot be taken as a proof of prod
tion of this high-charge state.

Our line identifications are presented in Table I and Fig
Many of the spectral features have been fitted with a hig
wavelength precision than is reflected in the number of s
nificant figures given in the table. However, because mos
the spectral peaks suffer from spectral blends, the nume
precision does not carry similarly accurate spectroscopic
formation. In order to preempt confusion, we elected
present rounded off wavelength data.
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Wavelength uncertainties are lowest (,0.1 Å) for the
short-wavelength part of our spectra, because it is here
we have suitable reference lines. Unfortunately, in this ra
the line density is too high to identify individual spectr
features, and practically all peaks represent unresol
blends. In the middle of our spectral range, we estimate
wavelength uncertainty to be about 0.2 Å, while in the lon
wavelength part, with a lack of reference lines and the afo
mentioned identification problem with KrIX, the assumed
uncertainty is of order 0.5 Å.

We note that Kelly@29# lists five lines in our wavelength
range with charge states, but otherwise without classificat
While we do not see the lines listed there at 63.5 Å a
71.0 Å, we have lines that roughly match the listed wav
lengths of 45.5, 49.5, and 53.5 Å. However, our identific
tions place each of these lines with an ion charge state th
higher by one unit than that indicated by Kelly~original data
by Bleach @37#!. Decades ago, Kim@38# suggested three
lines at 77.9, 67.0, and 62.2 Å as originating from the KrIX

3d-n f (n54,5,6) transitions, but no spectra were show
then to demonstrate the quality of the data. Of these lines,
67.0 Å line is not far from our assignment, while the fir
line is out of our range, and the third one not seen here.

Typical plasma spectra so far have a poorer resolu
than ours and therefore show even wider features that re
from superpositions of several lines each@37,39,40#. In this
sense, our data, as limited in spectral resolution as they
provide significant stepping stones towards the understa
ing of present plasma spectra as well as towards detail s
ies of the EUV spectrum of krypton. While regularities pe
mit us to identify the most prominent spectral features wit
progression of 3d-4 f transitions, the data demonstrate th

FIG. 4. Spectrum of Kr from the same series as those prese
in Fig. 1. Prominent spectral features associated with 3d-4 f transi-
tions are labeled by the isoelectronic sequence. The missing 3d-4 f
lines from the Ti-like Kr ion coincide with the carbonK absorption
edge, which diminishes the response of our spectrometer for w
lengths at and below this edge. Isoelectronic sequence labels w
out a transition label refer to 3p-4d and 3d-5 f transitions. This
spectrum has been recorded at a higher electron beam ener~5
keV! than those in Fig. 1. Consequently, the high-charge state l
below 35 Å are more prominent. However, the cycle time was
short to achieve steady-state conditions.
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the progression of 3d-5 f transition arrays interferes with th
former.
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